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ThesisThesis-- DissertationDissertation-- Research paperResearch paper
 ThesisThesis--TheThe researchresearch studystudy carriedcarried outout inin aa

particularparticular fieldfield isis knownknown asas aa thesisthesis..
 DissertationDissertation:: itit isis preparedprepared forfor aa UniversityUniversity

degreedegree oror diplomadiploma..
 ResearchResearch paperpaper:: itit isis writtenwritten asas perper particularparticular

requirementsrequirements ofof thethe studystudy.. ItIt requiresrequires intenseintense
andand independentindependent researchresearch toto writewrite aa researchresearch
paperpaper.. OnOn completioncompletion ofof thethe research,research, studentsstudents
areare requiredrequired toto writewrite thethe detaileddetailed descriptiondescription ofof
itsits findingsfindings.. OnceOnce researchresearch isis donedone studentsstudents areare
supposedsupposed toto writewrite itsits findingsfindings descriptiondescription..
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The differences between the two types of papers orThe differences between the two types of papers or both tasksboth tasks
in a single paper.in a single paper.

Elements Contents Papers Theoretical Papers

Focus of  your
paper

Focus on a social situation,
Problem or Topic

Focus on the use of  a
theoretical concept or idea

How you start your
research

Identify sources of information:
books, articles, websites

Read about theoretical concepts
and ideas in assigned reading or
other sources

The process of
writing

Examine all the information
you have collected about the
topic;
select a congenial and
logical method of organizing
the information; identify your
organizing ideas (norms,
values, roles, institutions,
etc.) and any supporting
ideas; proceed to answer the
questions posed in the
assignment

Begin with a brief discussion
of the question so that the
reader is familiar with the
situation you are explaining;
identify the concepts or ideas
you will use to answer the
question; define all concepts
and explain all ideas; use the
concepts and ideas to answer
the question posed in the
assignment.
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The differences between the two types of papers orThe differences between the two types of papers or both tasksboth tasks
in a single paper.in a single paper.

Elements Contents Papers Theoretical Papers

The process of
revision

Make sure you have used
information from a variety of
sources and covered the
issues posed by the question;
identify the sociological ideas
you have used to structure
your paper; check to see that
all sources are appropriately
cited and that your
bibliography is complete; use
an outline of  topic sentences
from each paragraph to check
organizational structure; and
read carefully to detect any
claims about the situation not
supported by the data you
have collected.

Use clear and specific
conceptual definitions-- ideas
should be clearly explained
with reference to texts or
lectures; identify premises
and make sure all assertions
are supported; check the
structure of  the paper by
making an outline of  topic
sentences; and review the
logic of  your argument to
make sure that you have
answered the question posed.
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TypesTypes oof Research Paperf Research Paper
वाद वा संशोधन लखे (Argumentative Research Paper)

कारण- संशोधन लखे (Cause and Effect Research Paper)

संशोधन लेख (Analytical Research Paper)

सशंोधन लखे (Definition Research Paper)

संशोधन लखे (Contrast Research Paper)

सशंोधन लखे (Interpretive Research Paper)
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 11. How to structure a research paper. How to structure a research paper ((22 pages)pages)
 IntroductionIntroduction
 Present the problem/Issue /or eventPresent the problem/Issue /or event
 ImportanceImportance
 Goal (broad)Goal (broad)
 DataData



Forming a research questionForming a research question

 22. Literature Review  (. Literature Review  (33 Pages)Pages)
 Previous similar workPrevious similar work
 Identify ‘stepping stones’Identify ‘stepping stones’
 Identify ‘Gaps’ in the literatureIdentify ‘Gaps’ in the literature
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 33. Theoretical framework. Theoretical framework
 Research questions (specific)Research questions (specific)



Forming a research questionForming a research question

 44. Methods (. Methods (11//22 Pages)Pages)
 Data collectionData collection
 Sampling StrategySampling Strategy
 Data analysisData analysis
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 44. Methods (. Methods (11//22 Pages)Pages)
 Data collectionData collection
 Sampling StrategySampling Strategy
 Data analysisData analysis

 5. Results (2 Pages)5. Results (2 Pages)
 Specific results of your data analysisSpecific results of your data analysis
 Do not interpret of theorize here, save that the nextDo not interpret of theorize here, save that the next

sectionsection



Forming a research questionForming a research question
 55. Conclusion (. Conclusion (11 Page)Page)
 aboutabout 11 paragraph, this can became your abstractparagraph, this can became your abstract
 Directions for future researchDirections for future research
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Research articleResearch article

 IntroductionIntroduction 22 pagespages
 Literature reviewLiterature review 33--44 pagespages
 MethodsMethods 11--22 pagespages
 ResultsResults 22--44 pagespages
 DiscussionDiscussion 22--44 pagespages
 ConclusionConclusion 11 pagepage
 TotalTotal 1010--1818 pagespages

 IntroductionIntroduction 22 pagespages
 Literature reviewLiterature review 33--44 pagespages
 MethodsMethods 11--22 pagespages
 ResultsResults 22--44 pagespages
 DiscussionDiscussion 22--44 pagespages
 ConclusionConclusion 11 pagepage
 TotalTotal 1010--1818 pagespages
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StructureStructure
1. Abstract (4 sentences)

2. Introduction (1 page)

3. The problem (1 page)

4. Related work -Methods Section (1-2 pages)

5. My idea (2 pages)

6. The details (4 pages)

7. Findings, Discussions or Conclusions (1 page)
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There are five principle guidelines a student mustThere are five principle guidelines a student must
be familiar withbe familiar with

1. Study Introduction

2. Review of Instant Literature-

3. Methodological Approach- What Research Method are you applying

4. Research Findings-
At the methodological approach level, a student will be able to report the:
Demographic descriptions
Data analysis
What the research was able to find

5. Research Interpretation and Recommendation
At the interpretations and recommendation level, a student has to show:
Competence in interpreting and discussing data collected
Competence in using statistically analyzed data to support various claims
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